A general solution of the Schrödinger equation in the potential representation has been obtained in the form of integral equations. In this representation, the wave function for positive and negative energies or bound states can be expressed as a product of the unperturbed solution for model potential and the function which depends on the additional potential or potential perturbation. Here we have proved that this method is equivalent to the method of variation of constants for negative energies. The linearly independent solutions of Schrödinger equation for harmonic oscillator potential have been obtained for derivation of integral equations, which are used for finding eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for Woods-Saxon potential. Eigenvalues obtained by numerical iterations of these integral equations are in good agreement with results obtained by the discretization method. The kernels of the obtained integral equations are proportional to the perturbation or difference of Woods-Saxon and harmonic oscillator potentials.
Introduction
We have obtained the analytical solutions of the one-particle radial Schrödinger equation for negative energies in the form of the integral equations by using the potential representation method proposed for positive [8, 9, 10] , and negative [3] energies. The main idea of this method is expressing the radial wave function as a product of the model solution and the function, which depends on the difference of interaction potentials. This paper is a generalization of integral equations derived in [10] for positive energies, where the radial wave functions can be obtained by multiplying the free solution on function which depends on the perturbation potential. In [10] , the following postulate was presented: after adding potential to Hamiltonian, a new radial wave function can be obtained multiplying unperturbed or model wave function on function which depends on added potential. We have proved this postulate [3, 4, 9] and presented it like a theorem using the method of indefinite coefficients. From this theorem, the connection between the solutions for short range potentials and for Coulomb potentials has been obtained [9] . In potential representation [2, 3, 4, 15] the perturbed radial function U αnL (r) with the set of quantum numbers αnL can be expressed as a product of unperturbed wave function U 0nL (r) with the set of quantum numbers nL U αnL (r) = ϕ α (r)U 0nL (r) on the multiplier ϕ α (r) depending on an additional potential. The main problem considered in this paper is the interpretation and convergence of the obtained eigenvalues using the harmonic oscillator potential for modelling of Woods-Saxon potential. At large distances these potentials have essentially different asymptotical behaviour, i.e. r 2 and exp[−αr], α > 0, respectively.
Modelling of the Schrödinger Equation Solutions with the Harmonic Oscillator Potential
We consider the Schrödinger equation
where c = 2μ/ 2 , and potentials are defined as
Here we have added and subtracted the potential V 0 (r). The energies are expressed by the sum of energies E 0nL for a model potential and energy changes ΔE α for perturbation V D (r). We are interested in finding eigenvalues E 0nL + ΔE α and eigenfunctions U αnL of the equation (2.1) with perturbed potential V D (r) by using unperturbed analytical physical U 0nL and linearly independent nonphysical F 0nL solutions and eigenvalues E 0nL of the Schrödinger equation for model potential V 0 (r). For the harmonic oscillator potential, we have obtained the following solutions [3] :
3) 6) and eigenvalues
4)
Frequencies ω 0 for harmonic oscillator potential can be determined [3] from the radius of nuclei R and depend on nucleon number A and V s (0) = −V from (2.2). The coefficients of power series w(ρ) for very high powers satisfy the abbreviated recursion relation
From this ratio and [4, 12] and (2.3) we can make a conclusion that for ρ → ∞ we have
From the asymptotical expressions lim ρ→0 U 0nL = ρ L+1 and lim ρ→0 F 0nL = ρ −L we can obtain the Wronskian [3] 
The perturbed U αnL and unperturbed U 0nL solutions must have the same boundary condition at the origin r L+1 and at the infinity:
Green's Functions for the Potential Representation
The multiplicative or potential representation perturbation theory can be realized by using the modified method of Lagrange [2, 4, 15] . In this case perturbed solution U αnL of equation (2.1) for perturbation potential V D (r) can be expressed in the following way
where F 0nL (r) and U 0nL (r) are linearly independent solutions for model potential V 0 (r). Using the same factorization like in [15] 
and the additional condition [15] for derivatives of indefinite coefficients
we obtain derivatives
Here W 0 is Wronskian of linearly independent solutions F 0nL (r) and U 0nL . Substituting (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) into (2.1) and including expression (3.3) we get
Integrating the last equation and taking into account boundary conditions (2.10) we obtain
Substituting these equations into (3.1) we obtain the integral equation for perturbed eigenfunctions
The presented equation can be rewritten as
where according to [9] the kernel of this integral equation is Green's function
Using (3.8) we can reduce equation (3.9) into a more convenient form
Here we have the kernels of integral equation
Requiring that perturbed solution ϕ α U 0nL would satisfy boundary condition (2.10) and taking in into account (2.8), we obtain the following expression for calculation of perturbed eigenvalues at N -th iteration
The integral equations (3.11), (3.13) can be solved by the iteration method.
For the first iteration of ΔE αnL0 and ϕ α0 U 0nL in the integrals (3.13) and the right hand side of (3.11) we must take ϕ α0 = 1, N = 0. For calculation of more exact values of energy E αnL and perturbed eigenfunctions, we must solve integral equations using the obtained values of ΔE α0 and ϕ α1 U 0nL .
The Accuracy of Obtained Solutions
Theorem 1. The changes ΔE α of the unperturbed eigenvalues E 0nL and potential representation functions ϕ α depend on perturbation of potential energy V d and weakly depend on the parameter of the integral equation.
Proof. Convergence of eigenvalues E αnL depends on absolute values of kernels (3.12) of the integral equation (3.11) . For that consideration, we can present the integral equation (3.11) in the following way [14] , where the solution of integral equation can be expressed by power series of λ. Using this method, we suppose that for sufficiently large number N of iterations we can present approximately
For the first approach we take in (3.13) ϕ 0α = 1 and energy improvement (3.13) ΔE α0 not depending on λ we obtain 1 + ϕ 1α λ. Then we obtain that ϕ 1α does not depend on λ
but depends only on differences V dN (r) = V S (r) − V 0 (r) − ΔE α,N , V 0 (r) = mω 2 r 2 /2−V S (0) of the Woods-Saxon (2.2) V S (r) and model V 0 (r) potentials for variable parameter ω = dω 0 . The U 0nL and F 0nL are physical and nonphysical solutions [3] of Schrödinger equation for the model potential. Substituting (4.2) into (4.1) and (3.13) for any iterations N we obtain
It is well known in quantum mechanics that the first iteration for ΔE α of perturbation calculations is the most important for a small perturbation [11] . Providing variation of d or ω we can solve integral equations (3.13), (4.1) for the small potential perturbation
with the minimum number of iterations N for definite precisely. The second iteration for ΔE α will be obtained substituting in (3.13) approximate function ϕ α = 1 + λϕ 1α depending on λ (4.1), (2.7) or √ d. We have the kernels (3.12) of integral equation (4.1) where perturbations of the energies ΔE α depending on quantum states are included. In this case, the optimal values of parameter d must be different for different quantum states or energy levels E αnL .
In [14] , it was proved that solutions of integral equations like (4.1) converge uniformly, when the following conditions
are satisfied. Thus in our case, we should prove that the following conditions 6) are satisfied. We can normalize [5] the eigenfunctions U 0nL and then we have in (4.5) that N U < 1. Theoretical evaluation of M is a hard task, but experimentally we have obtained the convergence of eigenvalues (3.13), (4.4) ΔE αnLN and eigenfunctions (4.1) ϕ α U 0nL for
For small values of ω or parameter d the eigenvectors E αnL depend on perturbation V d and very weakly on λ, parameter M has a finite value. Theorem 1 is proved.
It follows that model potential V 0 (r) for r → R m is increasing like r 2 but U 0nL are rapidly decreasing like exp(−Cr 2 ). We have a convergence of eigenvalues E αnL and eigenfunctions for equations (3.13) and (4.1) at large distances R m when Theorem 1 is satisfied and eigenvalues weakly depend on parameter λ.
In computational experiments we have used different limits of integration R m in (3.13), (4.1) from 0 till 1.5R or 2.4R, where R = 1.24 A 1/3 is a nucleus radius expressed in Fermi units. Integration limits are increasing for decreasing energies of nucleons |E αnL | [4] . In order to get approximate solutions we must find eigenvalues which only weakly depend on d in the some region of Δd, because the exact eigenvalues do not depend on the parameters ω of model potential. Practically, we can find approximate solutions by changing ω = dω 0 in the interval d ∈ [0.6; 1.2] [3] . We must choose solutions giving minimum values of |ΔE αnL | and minimum iterations numbers for calculation of eigenvalues with some given accuracy.
In [4] , calculations of energies E nLj were done for Woods-Saxon potential of one-nucleon energy levels for neutrons of nucleus 197 Au. Integral equations were solved with the variation of parameters d and ω of the model potential. The energies E nLj expressed in MeV (Mega-electron-Volt) were compared with the eigenvalues E nLj obtained by the discretization method, in the interval 14f m(10 −15 m) with the step 0.2f m by using program EIGEN [13] . Results for quantum states with principal quantum numbers n, orbital-momentum quantum numbers L = 0 (s state) and resulting momentum quantum numbers j = 1/2 are presented in Table 1 . Here N is the number of iterations. The same energy levels were calculated with program EIGEN [13] and by solving integral equations (3.12), (4.1), with the parameter d and ω of the model potential (2.2) for nucleus 208 Pb. The results are presented in Table 2 . 
Conclusions
Comparing the energy levels presented in Tables 1 and 2 , we see that using the variation of the parameter d of model potential, the significantly better coincidence of eigenvalues with the control calculations using standard program EIGEN [13] has been obtained. We found that results obtained solving integral equations (3.13), (4.1) weakly depend on the parameter d or ω of the model potential for a minimum number of iterations N , if the step and limits of integration R m are chosen correctly.
Here we have proposed a new method and derived integral equations for negative energies, where the expansion of perturbed eigenfunctions by infinite number of unperturbed eigenfunctions [1] can be avoided. We have used previously obtained [3] linearly independent solutions for finding Green functions (3.10), which are expressed by series [1] G(r, r ) = ∞ α=0 U α0 (r)U α0 (r )/E α0 of unperturbed eigenfunctions U α0 and eigenvalues E α0 . We note that such expansions are very complicated for practical solution of integral equations.
The solutions (4.1) ϕ α U 0nL at large distances are proportional to U 0nL or exp(−mωr 2 / ) and represent continuous functions. In this case, those solutions have derivatives of the order larger than the second and therefore they can be applied for semi-relativistic model of atomic nuclei [5] . In order to find relativistic corrections of eigenvalues, derivatives of the solution must be calculated till the fourth order. By using simple discretization methods this problem can be solved only very approximately because here derivatives are defined only till the second order.
